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Routes Unravel

Driver Shortages Hampers Travel for Students
Turn the page to learn more about the school’s challenge to keep students
moving.
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Transportation Complications

Driver Shortage Causes Delay for Student Travel to and from Campus

The past two years have posed many unexpected challenges for
the corporation, but there is one unique to the 2021-2022 school
year that few saw coming: a bus driver shortage.
So far this year on seven separate school days, some students
have had either late arrivals or delays in leaving campus due to a
bus driver shortage. Announcements were through email and social
media to let students know their ride home would be impacted.
These situations occurred due to a lack of bus drivers available
to take students home, which resulted in some drivers having to
make multiple after-school routes to get students home safely.
Approximately 75% of Paoli students rely on buses for daily
transportation, with the amount of students per bus ranging
anywhere from 15 to the maximum capacity of around 60.
“When we have delays for our double routes in the afternoons,
we leave about 40 to 45 minutes later because that’s [how long] most
of our routes run,” said Transportation Director Darek Newkirk.
Currently the corporation employs a total of 22 bus drivers with
19 different bus routes. Of these, 10 are private drivers who own
their own buses and contract out of the corporation. The remaining
The Line Up Drivers await afternoon riders in the bus parking lot. Photo by Emma McCrary
12 are drivers who operate buses which belong to the corporation. In
addition to the main drivers, there are also a few substitute drivers
from the community who fill in when needed.
for CDL knows the course work firsthand and challenges interested
Despite there being more drivers than there are routes, issues
drivers may face. Golden acknowledges the difficult process that
like delays have still occurred. This is due to the fact that not all
must be completed in order to receive one’s CDL but also the
drivers are able to drive every day. Most of our drivers are employed rewards that come with it.
elsewhere in addition to the corporation and therefore have
“I’ve had a few students who have signed up for the class
scheduling conflicts which prevent them from driving.
and then when they realize there is a lot of bookwork,
“We have subs that are on our list but are not
they drop out. The class sounds overwhelming, but it’s
“I really don’t
available due to their other jobs so we just need
not. It’s a lot more fun than a person would think.
subs who can drive in the afternoons at the times
There is a lot of work, but once you get that CDL,
know [what the
we need them,” said Newkirk.
you get it for life and you will always have a job
cause of the shortage
In the coming years, this could become even
available,” said Golden.
is], but I do know there’s
more of a problem with several drivers nearing
In February 2022, the process to earn a
a shortage everywhere. For
retirement in the next five to 10 years. The
CDL and a bus license is only becoming harder.
all the schools I talked to,
corporation will then need to replace any retiring
Requirements are currently only to pass a test
there is just a shortage of
driver to continue current routes.
at the DMV and although it is a test that is not
drivers.”
Bus and route delays are not a problem
easy to pass, it pales in comparison to the new
•Transportation Director
exclusive to Paoli. There are many other
requirements. It involves a three-week CDL course
Darek Newkirk
corporations who have faced the same struggles
that also requires an out of pocket cost extending into
across the state.
the thousands.
In some instances, the shortages were so severe that
Due to the upcoming changes to licensing of the process,
in-school learning was paused. This was the case for Pike Township
many are discouraged from completing it which will only make it
Schools in Carmel, Indiana. Earlier this fall the corporation did
that much harder for schools like ours to find new
not have enough drivers to make the routes necessary to transport
drivers after the change. As a result, the corporation
students to campus and were forced to switch to virtual learning
is trying to get in drivers as fast as possible.
until they could fix the problem.
“We are trying to recruit as many as we can.
The current labor shortage may not be the only culprit
We actually have a couple applications right now so
responsible for the driver deficit. Bus drivers are required to obtain
we’re just trying to get the word out that we need
Masden
a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) which is more time-consuming drivers and trying to see what we can do,” said
Embry
than a traditional license.
Junior
Newkirk.
Staff Writer
Tim Golden, the Lost River Co-Op’s entry-level training provider

Honoring Service Returns Nov. 11
Veterans Day Program Planned; Radcliff Signed up to Serve

Senior Gus Radcliff poses with Army Captain
Diallo. Courtesy Photo

Navy Bound

A new way of getting information
out to staff, students, and parents is
coming soon. New LED signs will be
popping up around Paoli schools. These
signs will be in front of each school,
and one located at the intersection of
Elm Street and West Main Street.
The school board voted to purchase
the signs for a total of $59,823.53 at
the June 7 board meeting.
“The signs will share information
about what’s going on and promote our
schools,” said Superintendent Greg
Walker.
These signs will be run by
Journalism Teacher Heather Nichols.
Nichols will be able to control what will
be shown on each sign.
“One is ready to install and the
other two are near,” said Walker.
At the October school board
meeting, the minutes reported that
the signs were ready to install, but
the company was waiting to install all
three at the same time.
These signs are similar to the signs
at Springs Valley, Orleans, and West
Washington. The school will be able to
share lots of school information on the
digital signs.

•By Jeremiah Hutcheson
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College Fair Nov. 30

On Tuesday, November 30, PHS
will be hosting a college and career fair
for all high school students to attend.
The event will take place in the upper
gym from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m., and up to
50 colleges and businesses will be in
attendance. More information will be
available closer to time.
“It is a really weird time of the
year for seniors because most of them
have already submitted applications,
but this is a chance for them to look
and make sure they didn’t miss
any colleges. It is also really geared
towards juniors who need to start
thinking about. It is a really good
opportunity for them to learn more not
just about college but about entering
the workforce as well,” said College
Advisor Cody Martin.
•By Michael Hannon

Edited by River Fleming

One member of the senior class has already
made the commitment to serve after high school.
Senior Gus Radcliff has already made a
commitment to serve his country. Radcliff has
enlisted in the US Navy, the only senior fully
committed to serving in this branch.
“I have always wanted to serve my country
and one of the biggest reasons is that I want
to see the world while helping others too,” said
Radcliff.
In order to become enlisted in the Navy, one
must get an ASVAB score of 35 or higher and be
mentally and physically healthy enough to meet
the high standards of the military.
“I met with my recruiter multiple times before
I made my final decision. We had many meetings
and discussions about my requirements and
qualifications,” said Radcliff.
Radcliff will begin his time in the Navy on
June 22, 2022, where he will report to Basic
Training at RTC (Recruit Training Command),
Great Lakes, Illinois. He will be there for a total
of 18 weeks, doing basic as well as
specific job training to become an
operation specialist.
Although there are other students
interested in joining, no one is as
fully committed as Radcliff yet.
Gracie
“If anyone is interested in
Walls
knowing more about the World’s
Senior
Greatest Navy, please contact me,”
Staff Writer
said Radcliff.

Signs Everywhere

News

After the annual Veteran’s Day program was
put at a standstill last year due to COVID, for
the 2021-2022 school year the in person program
will resume for all students and staff.
Starting at 10 a.m. on Thursday, November
21, the colors will be presented to the student
body and the public, mask policy being decided at
a later date.
Veteran guests will be introduced and
recognized, and the Pride of Paoli will play and
salute to the Armed Forces. Freshman Mary
Cook will be singing a special for our troops,
and Senior Chief Sablan will be the main
speaker. U.S. history teacher and Veteran’s Day
Organizer Chris Lindley will have his advanced
U.S. history class introduce the guests and read
a piece and a poem in honor of those who have
fought for our country.
Lindley has been the coordinator for over a
decade, and being able to play a prominent part
in this program holds a special place in his heart.
“I organize the Veterans Day program each
year for a couple reasons. One, PHS has a long
tradition of very well-done programs honoring
our veterans that began under former speech
and television production teacher Cynthia Webb.
When the state began requiring that schools
acknowledge the importance of the day in the
1990s, she produced high quality programs that
became a source of pride for our school and local
veterans. I was fortunate to assist Mrs. Webb
in this endeavor for several years. When she
retired, she asked me to continue and I agreed.
“The second reason I do these is to bring
recognition and honor to a class of men and
women who have made significant sacrifices to
our nation and continue to offer much support to
our community. We can argue that they received
wages, training, and money for college and are
no different than other Americans. But, they
are also asked to make sacrifices that average
citizens do not such as deployments, time away
from families, and often being placed in harm’s
way. Some suffer life-changing disabilities:
physical, mental, emotional. In cases of combat
experience, they will never be the same people
again. For all this, I trust we can spend a little
time honoring them.
“Lastly, I do this to remind our students of
the cost of freedom and the importance of service
to keep a nation strong. These veterans were
once young people just like them who made a
choice to serve. Their example challenges us to do
likewise. Our community and our nation needs
our service, and this program does just that as
it uses our talents and resources to offer back
to these worthy members of our community our
gratitude and respect.”

News to Know
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Finalists The seniors representing PHS as Lilly finalists are: Michael

Hannon, Aidan Dooley, Haley Cox and Gracie Walls. Photo by Emma McCrary

Finalists Selected

Musical Moment

The Pride of Paoli plays the school
song to kick off the pep session as
cheerleaders clap along.

Four Seniors Await Lilly Results

October 29, 2021

News

The Class of 2022
Lilly Endowment
Scholarship finalists have
been selected, and four
finalists from Paoli were
chosen: Haley Cox, Aidan
Dooley, Michael Hannon
and Gracie Walls. Nine
Orange county students
total are still in the
running.
According to Lilly
Endowment Inc., the Lilly
Endowment Community
Scholarship Program is
designed to help raise
the level of educational
attainment in Indiana,
increase awareness
of the beneficial
roles community
foundations can play
in their communities
and encourage efforts
of Lilly Endowment
Community Scholars to
engage with each other
and state leaders to
improve quality of life in
Indiana.
The Lilly Scholarship
recipients will receive
free tuition to a public
or private college in
Indiana for four years.
The scholarship does not
cover room and board.
To qualify for this
scholarship, students had
to be in the top 25% of
their class, score a 1200+
on the SAT and be a U.S.
citizen. Each applicant
had to include in the
scholarship application

their community
involvement, academic
achievements, sports
involvement and personal
life information. Two
essays and a high school
transcript were also
required when submitting
the application. These
finalists also had to
participate in a timed
essay after being
selected.
“It would be
amazing to receive this
scholarship. I want
to attend optometry
school after receiving
my bachelor’s degree,
so having some of that
college paid for already
would be a blessing. All
finalists have worked
hard to get to this
point, but I feel like my
community involvement
and hard work in school
puts me at a slight
advantage. I have applied
to numerous other
scholarships, but none of
them are as important as
this one,” said Walls
The scholarship
will be presented in
December,
and nonselected
students
will be
notified
if they
Makiya
are not
Russelburg
Senior
selected.
Staff Writer

Photo by Faith Gammon

School Spirit Covered
Friday October 22, a pep session
was held to build excitement for the
football sectional game against Union
County that night. A rock-paper-scissors competition and dodge ball tournament were held, along with a pie
event that got the crowd roaring.
Sure Shot

RPS Champ Senior Kennon Scott runs off the

floor after winning the rock-paper-scissors contest
against freshman Ryley Butler to be congratulated
by the football team. Photo by Faith Gammon

Superintendent
Greg Walker
prepares to
throw a ball
as the last
remaining
member of the
staff dodge ball
team.
Photo by
Faith Gammon

Easy as Pie (Left) Assistant Principal Ed Wagner

walks away after getting pied as Booster Club
President Senior Mackenzie Robertson laughs. Photo
by Faith Gammon (Right) Resource Teacher Alexis Speer,
junior Nolan Walker and senior Carson Little deliver
the pie to Wagner. Photo by Karyas Slaten

“Descendants” to take
stage in December

On the Line Seniors Haley Cox, Amanda

Bowles and Elijah MacDonald read through
the script on their cell phones.
Photo by Michael Hannon

because it is new and different
but also has familiar characters
that connect people to the
nostalgia of their youth. It will
be a fun show for audiences of all
ages,” said Drama Director Maria
Wishart.
The cast for this show is
large with 21 members. Some
senior cast members include
Amanda Bowles as Mal, Angie
Ceja as Evie, Michael Hannon as
Carlos, Haley Cox as Jay, Elijah
MacDonald as Ben, Taylor Becht
as Maleficent, Kylee Charles as
Fairy Godmother, and Joz Kempf
as Audrey.
“I love the opportunity to be
a part of drama and to have this
senior experience with my close
friends,” said Becht.
Coming out in 2020 in the
midst of the pandemic, this stage
production is fairly new and has
not been performed by a lot of
high schools yet. Paoli will be
one of the first high schools to
perform it in the state.
“I’m excited to be music
directing for one of the first
productions of the “Descendants”
musical in the state of Indiana!
It’s nice to be on the cutting
edge,” said Choir Director Chris
Boveroux.
Boveroux has helped with
running auditions and will be
helping out with the show’s
musical selections. Boveroux has
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Descending on the Stage Senior Kylee Charles leads the drama club in a warm-up
game before rehearsal.

Photo by Michael Hannon

had many theatre and singing
experiences. He participated
in a variety of musicals and
plays in high school and was a
musical and technical director
for productions in college. He
has also worked on several opera
productions in the years before
COVID, including Mozart, Verdi
and Strauss pieces.
“I’m happy to be facilitating a
partnership between the drama
and music department! Too

often, egos and schedules get in
the way, but Mrs. Wishart is an
excellent partner with whom to
work,” said Boveroux.
The show will be performed
on December 2-4
at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium and
admission is $5.
Refreshments will
be sold in the lobby
Angie
during intermission.

News

For this year’s fall
musical, the drama club
will be performing Disney’s
“Descendants”. The musical,
based on the Disney Channel
Original Movie of the same title,
is about the children of Disney’s
famous villains, Maleficent, the
Evil Queen, Cruella De Vil, and
Jafar known as the Evils. In
the story the Evils are offered
to leave the Isle of The Lost and
attend school at Auradon Prep
with the children of kings, queens
and heroes. The characters face
the daily challenge of deciding
whether or not to follow in the
wicked footsteps of their moms
and dads.
“This show appealed to us

Ceja

Senior
Staff Writer
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Rams Striving for Sectional

Rams Defeat Union 50-0 in Round 1; Travel to Providence Tonight
Last Friday, the Rams competed
in the first round of football Sectionals
at Paoli’s Cook Field. The Rams took
on the Patriots from Union County
High School out of Liberty, Indiana,
defeating them 50-0. The Rams now
hold a 6-2 record for the season.
“I think we played well in the first
round. All three phases of the game
made huge contributions. We had
a kickoff return for a touchdown, a
defensive score and two interceptions
that gave us points. Our offense was
able to move the ball well and score,”
said Varsity Head Coach Neil Dittmer.
The kickoff return was by senior,
Sawyer Livingston. Livingston knew
that he had a big contribution to the
game.
“I started the game with an 80-yard
kick return for a touchdown, which
helped us. I felt good about that game

Senior Carson Little drops back to
throw a pass. Photo by Faith Gammon
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Taking Aim

from then. I thought it was a good way
to start our sectional run, and a good
warm-up for tougher competition,” said
Livingston.
The Rams spent the past week,
following their win preparing for the
second round.
“We prepared like we normally do,
it was a big week of preparation and
our players needed to be focused on the
details. We want to win. We want to
have a chance to play in the sectional
title game. We also want to play our
best football yet,” said Dittmer.
The Rams have worked to improve
and prepare for every moment.
“Other than a couple minor set
backs, this has been a great season.
I love my team and will always
remember this year, no matter win
or lose. But, let’s go get a win,” said
Livingston.
Round two of Sectional will be
played against Providence tonight at
Our Lady of Providence High School.
The kickoff will be at 7 p.m., with
gates opening at 6 p.m. Tickets will be
available, and are $6. Only cash will be
accepted to purchase tickets.
“Come out and
support the Rams. We
just wanna say thank
you, so far, to all the
fans that have come out
to support us. It means
Makiya
a lot to our team,” said
Russelburg
Senior
Livingston.
Staff Writer

National
Trappers
Association
866-680-TRAP

2815 Washington Avenue
Bedford, IN 47421

On the Ball

Rams prepare
for kickoff.
(Left) Junior
Braxton Elliott
runs the ball
up field.
Photos by Faith
Gammon

Sports Recap & Preview

Fall Sports Wind Down; Winter Heats Up
Tennis

The varsity tennis season ended after
losing to Barr Reeve on September 30 in
the first round of sectional. Their final
record was 7-10. “Everyone is already
pretty experienced which means we will
be able to get right on with our season and
work on more important things,” said junior
Adin Monroe. The junior high season also
Eighth grader Charlie
ended after playing Austin on September
Higgins prepares himself
30. Varsity head coach Matt Wolfe thinks
for a coming serve.
Photo by Gracie Brown
that the current eighth graders Charlie
Higgins, Kirk Hughes, Dakota Mousty and
Chad Sullivan will make a great addition to the high school team
next year.

The season ended for the majority
of the high school cross country team at
sectional on October 2, but two members
of the girls team advanced to regional. At
sectional, senior Hannah Albertson placed
16th, and junior Cailyn Baechle placed
32nd. Unfortunately neither moved past
Junior Cailyn Baechle runs
regional. “I am happy with the outcome
against a Springs Valley
of my senior year for cross-country and
opponent.
finishing with my best time but, what
Photo by Makiya Russelburg
I will miss most from my cross-country
team is running with my friends during practices and cheering each
other on at meets. I hope to be able to visit them next year during
their season,” said Albertson. The junior high’s last meet was the
PLAC hosted by Crawford County where the girls and boys both
placed in fourth. At the end of the season, both the girls and boys
team placed first at one meet each.

Volleyball

Sophomore Lily Stroud
sets up her teammate for
a spike.
Photo by Jadlyn Lee

I felt I had gotten closer with everyone so it will be hard knowing I
won’t step back on the court with them,” said senior Rylie Atkins.
Graduating four key players, the team will have a lot of work to
do in the off season to prepare for next season. The junior high
volleyball team played their last game on September 30 against
West Washington. The eighth grade’s record was 2-8, and the
seventh grade record was 0-10.

Girls Basketball
The high school girl’s basketball
season has started their season. The
captains for this year are junior Jackie
Crews, and seniors Gracie Walls and
Kacey McBride. The team also have
several new members joining them this
year: Ella Spires, who transfered from
Head Coach Donavan
Mitchell, and Oihana Palacios, a foreign
Crews coaches at a recent
exchange student from Spain. “So far I think practice.
Photo by Mackenzie Gilliatt
all of the kids have adapted and accepted
Ella and Oihana. Both are good kids and
are great additions to our program. I think they both will help
us and over time we will figure out how we will use them.” said
varsity head coach Donavan Crews. You can come see the Lady
Rams in action on October 30, as they play at North Harrison for
their scrimmage. Junior high has also started up, and Crews says
that after a good summer, it will be a great season. Their first home
game is November 15 against Barr Reeve.

Boys Basketball
With football still going on,
basketball season has yet to start.
Open gyms have been going on since
September. After one of the star players
last year, Brett Bosley, graduated,
varsity head coach Dusty Cole has been
working to figure out new ways to utilize
other players. Some of the players Cole
Senior Bladen Patton
thinks will step up this season are junior
awaits the opposing team
Chris Nuñez, sophomores Willson Windhorst play during his junior
and Andrew Kumpf, and freshman Fletcher season.
Photo by Faith Wilder
Cole. Cole is looking to his seniors this year
for leadership, and maybe even some of the
varsity juniors. “One thing is certain, it will take a collective effort
to fill the leadership void left when Brett Bosley graduated,” said
Cole. He also expects Fletcher Cole to stand out, who has enough
confidence and skill to play varsity as a freshman.

Edited by Jackie Crews

After a loss at sectional to Christian
Academy on October 12, the season
was over. Varsity’s final record for the
season was 14-9, and junior varsity’s
record was 13-5. “I am so proud of how
far we have come. Last year we struggled
but it only prepared us for this year where
I think we did exceptionally well. I could
not ask for any better teammates and I am
proud of them all. I will definitely miss my
teammates the most. This year especially
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Cross Country

Created by Carley Higgins
and Jackie Crews
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Wheel of Wonder
Senior Artist Dusts off Ceramics Wheel

Senior
Rori Doyle

Arts

Sophomore
Wilson Windhorst

Sophomore
Gracie Brown

Creative Creatures
In honor of the fall season, students in Chris Jones’ ceramics class got into the
Halloween spirit by sculpting pumpkins. Students took creative liberty to construct
their unique pieces, the only instructions to make a pumpkin and learn a new
way to manipulate clay. They were able to choose their own designs, size, shape,
and glaze colors. “This was our first time getting to glaze something so I enjoyed
being able to do that,” said sophomore Gracie Brown.

Hands On Taylor Becht
has been able to
work on the wheel to
make art scuptures
this year. Top: Becht
poses with “The
Wheel.” Above:
Becht uses her hands
to make a new
piece. Right: Three
of Becht’s pottery
creations.

Senior
Zoe Jennings

Students in
Chris Jones’
Drawing III
class have
started to
make their
ceiling tiles
for this
school year.
The artists
use one to
two weeks
to create
them.

Sophomore
Stella Windhorst
Sophomore
Zayne Thacker
Junior Max Newkirk sketches the layout
for his piece.

Photos by River
Fleming and
Chris Jones

Students Begin Creating
Tiles for PHS Teachers

Left: Junior Jackie Crews
paints the words on her
ceiling tile. Above: Junior
Ellie Sims touches up the
details on her piece.

Juniors Masden Embry and River
Fleming work on painting their tiles.

Edited by River Fleming
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Time to Tile

and a variety of shaped water
containers,” said Becht.
In the future, she plans to take
pottery and woodworking classes
when she goes to college.
“When I go to
college this will be
fantastic to know.
It will really put
me a step ahead of
my other peers,”
said Becht.
Becht is ready
to see what these
next weeks have
in store for her as
she continues to use the
wheel.
“Throwing clay on a wheel is
an extremely hard talent to learn.
Most people at our school who have
done it are football
players because you
need the strength
to form the clay and
keep it centered. It
really has been a
Corrinne
great experience,” said
Magner
Senior
Becht.
Staff Writer

Arts

Senior Taylor Becht is the
only student enrolled in the AP
Ceramics and Sculpture class for
the semester.
For the first time, Becht
has had the opportunity
to use the pottery
wheel – a skill
taught only in this
course. In order
to be in this class,
one must first take
ceramics where
students sculpt only
with their hands.
The wheel enables
Becht to create a
symmetric, round piece of art,
though she admits it is not an easy
tool to use.
“Throwing clay on a wheel is
an extremely hard talent to learn,”
said Becht.
So far, Becht has made several
different types of pieces, the
variety of pottery teaching her
different techniques. She has plans
for more intricate, complicated
works moving forward.
“So far I’ve made mugs,
pots, watering pots, teapots
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10 Fleming Loves Spooky Series Just in Time for Halloween

People

Staff Review

With Halloween just two days away, it is
the perfect time to binge a scary series and
I have just the one for you. “The Haunting
of Hill House” a Netflix original mini-series,
is a supernatural horror drama filled with
thrilling psychological twists and turns that
are sure to keep you on the edge of your seat.
The series is loosely based on Shirley
Jackson’s 1959 novel ‘The Haunting of
Hill House’. In her story, four strangers
come together to explore a home that has
long been considered haunted. This group
determines the house to be extremely
dangerous. Under the guidance of Dr.
Montague, the five even find it to be
inhabited by active spirits and ghosts. While
the book is very successful according to
Rolling Stone, this Netflix series has also
held its own with extremely positive reviews
overall.
In contrast to the novel, the show focuses
on the Crains, a family of seven, who move
from place to place over the course of a
summer. The parents, Olivia and Hugh,
work to renovate and sell homes. The group
manages to stumble upon Hill House, a
massive mansion known for its rough past
that they find potential in. The five children,
consisting of an eldest brother, an older
and middle sister, and a set of twins, try
to make the best of the outdated home on
their summer vacation. However, odd, hairraising occurrences begin to take place over
the time they spend at Hill House. It starts
with weird coincidences, but eventually
turns to supernatural torment. These
events ultimately lead to tragedy in the
family’s youth whose trauma spills into their
adulthood.
This series is not your typical ghost story,
with the dual time line feature setting it

apart. It jumps from past to present quite
frequently within each episode, keeping the
viewer on their toes. These changes in time
line show how events from the family’s past
greatly impact their futures.
For this reason, there is a massive cast
list that shares the screen time. Each main
character in the Crain family has two
actors to portray them. One younger actor
represents the character in their youth, and
an older actor represents the character in
the present.
The youngest daughter,
Nellie Crain, is portrayed by
Victoria Pedretti. Pedretti is
known for her breakout role
as Love Quinn in the popular
Netflix show “You”. Carla
Gugino portrays her mother,
Olivia Crain. One of Gugino’s
most famous roles was Ingrid
Cortes, the mom in the 2001
film “Spy Kids”. These two
actresses are only two that
happen to be part of the
ever-so-talented cast. Henry
Thomas, Kate Siegel, and
Elizabeth Reaser are among the others who
star in this series.
Released on Netflix in October 2018, “The
Haunting of Hill House” was produced and
directed by Mike Flanagan. Flanagan is
most widely known for his successful horror
films. This includes the popular movies
“Hush”, “Gerald’s Game and Ouiji: Origin of
Evil”. This mini-series, however, is one of his
most well-known projects.
I do have to give a fair warning that
this show includes instances of drug abuse,
death and suicide. Because of the mature
ideas it presents, the show is rated for

people 16 years and older. Nonetheless, the
dark themes do not take away from “The
Haunting of Hill House”.
This is by far my favorite program on
Netflix. I absolutely love everything about
it. One of my favorite elements is how
all of the episodes include the jump back
and forth between the past and present.
Each episode makes a connection from the
characters’ youth to their present selves,
which in turn builds the storyline. Every
character’s personality and
actions can be explained by what
they experienced at Hill House –
making the show very relatable.
The plot was so perfectly
thought out, with Flanagan’s
clever ideas making
everything come together. The
cinematography was also a
highlight, with the scenery and
lighting really setting the eerie
mood. When I rewatched it a
second and third time, there were
so many elements and subtle
details in the scenes that I had
not picked up on the first time
around. It made me enjoy the series even
more.
I would recommend this series to anyone
who is interested in a short and spooky
series that leaves you wanting more after
each episode. Anyone who
loves a good storyline with
twists and turns would adore
“The Haunting of Hill House”.
Coming from me, a girl with
little free time and a short
River
attention span, this series is
Fleming
Junior
guaranteed to satisfy your
Staff Writer
Halloween TV show needs.

SUPERBURGER
October 29, 2021

812-723-4445
600 W Main St Paoli, IN

Grade
Meet the Seventh
__________________
This or That:
Halloween Edition

We asked the seventh grade to choose what they would prefer to get in
their Halloween bags after trick-or-treating. Their options included savory
chocolate, fruity candy and gummies, or salty snacks.

I’m too cool for
that...
20.8%
Again, I’m too
cool for that...
16.7%

Dressing up for Halloween
83.3%

Fruity Candy
27.3%

Nope, it’s all mine
33.3%

Chocolate
63.6%

Salty Snacks
9.1%

People

Share your candy
66.7%
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What is the best Halloween treat?

We asked seventh graders a series of different
questions about this spooky holiday with two choices
for a response. Here is their feedback.
Trick-or-Treat
79.2%

We surveyed our seventh
graders all about Halloween.
Take a look at these fun
facts to get to know them
better.

Art by Taylor Patton

Your biggest transition from sixth to seventh grade?
“You have a lot more
responsibility.”

“The biggest transition
from sixth to seventh
grade is that we
have more freedom
and we learn to be
independent. ”
•Ada McSpadden

• Allie Kumpf

“I would say that
you get a lot more
freedom. But the
school work gets
harder.”
•Ella Burres

“The biggest
transition is that
there is a lot more
freedom from sixth
grade to seventh.”
•Addy Moffatt

“Math.”
•Colton Henderson

“Switching
classes.”
•Piper Frank

“Having more
freedom and
having seven
classes instead of
four.”
•Emilee Burton

“The biggest transition
I find is that we have
more freedom we are
free to walk by ourselves,
we are free to eat lunch
wherever we want when
Covid wasn’t a leading
factor and we are
allowed more choice.”
•Addy Payton

Edited by River Fleming

•Dakota Apple

“You are on
your own.”

October 29, 2021

Editorial
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Staff Editorial
Small Changes Could Make a Big Difference
On Tuesday, September 28, a new kind of two-hour delay was
started to reward students for no zeros. The idea was to reward
those students who have kept up with their work, and give students
with missing work the chance to make it up before the end of the
nine-weeks.
The effectiveness of this day is something our staff is divided on.
Several of our staff without zeros enjoyed it, and were able to
participate in the activities offered or used the time to catch up
on homework. But the majority of our staff did not feel it had a
significant impact.
In the future we hope our school leaders could plan a
field trip or letting the people who have no zeros stay
home for the first two hours as an incentive to keep
up on schoolwork.
But how can we avoid the need for a day like
this in the future? Members of our staff were
divided into two main sides: the responsibility
should fall on the shoulders of the student and
the responsibility should be shared between the
educators and students. Our staff offered a few
potential solutions.
One change we would like to see made is
making assignments due at 11:59 p.m. for all
teachers. A consistent turn in time might help us
avoid late work penalties. Every student has been in
the situation where they get on Google Classroom and see
an assignment due at 3:15 p.m. or 8 a.m. the next day. Many of us
have felt a collective annoyance at the changing times from class to
class because we know our teachers are not going to grade our work
at those times. To fix this, assignments need to be made due after
school – otherwise students may be forced to use other teachers’
class time to complete their work.
Another popular suggestion was lessening our homework load.
After doing assignments all day at school, no one wants to come
home and have to put in even more hours of effort into academics.
The same can be said for teachers who spend much of their own
time outside of school grading assignments and preparing for their
lessons. Although in some situations, homework cannot be avoided,
but maybe more time could be given to allow students to work
through some assignments in class. While students are doing their
homework, teachers could catch up on grading or lesson planning.
Another solution given was to allow students to have all of their
homeroom to work, instead of making us do activities which take
away from studying.
A few students feel a change in our learning environment, both
physically and mentally, could be improved. In terms of physical
discomfort, the constant variation in temperature was brought up.
It is very difficult to learn when we are shivering from the cold in
one room and sweating profusely in the next.
Similarly, many students feel uncomfortable asking questions
in classes because they are afraid of being embarrassed, whether
by their classmates or even teachers. This leads to a lack of clarity
on subjects which snowballs as the year goes on and increases the
chances of failure. In order to stop this and help students to get

a full understanding, each classroom needs to feel like a safe and
positive space which supports the asking of questions.
It’s hard for us to not feel like we are more than just a potential
detention, rule-breaker, or criminal. We understand the need to
follow rules in order to become law-abiding citizens, but continual
condemnation takes a toll on us all, especially those of us who
are not apart of this small group of rule violators. It is crucial
to find a happy medium between constructive criticism and
rewarding reminders. We believe teachers and administrators could
concentrate on more positive things like students who have
been performing well academically and those who have
made improvements. Hearing others being praised for
their accomplishments will encourage others to push
themselves harder for the same validation, and
make it known the effort we put into school does
not go unseen.
Having no motivation was mutually agreed
upon the reason for student failure. Many
students believe how they do in school won’t
affect their lives, and don’t have clear goals they
are inspired to reach. We asked our staff what
they use to drive themselves to get their work
done – even when it gets hard. Several students
had simple answers like practicing good habits such
as using agendas and calendars in order to get an idea
of what they need to complete and prevent themselves from
forgetting something and in turn stressing over it.
Others said they just get it done, even if they procrastinate
until the last minute, they are aware of the importance of their
assignments and make it come together in the end. Even if you
don’t complete an assignment, just doing half of it is better than
none. That 50% won’t hurt your grade as much as a zero.
The majority of our staff members said focusing on the
future is the most helpful thing for them – by thinking about
the consequences that will
occur if they don’t do their
work. One student mentioned
incorporating a method they
used at their old school which
involved making an index card
or a slideshow that listed the
things they wanted in the
future (ex: a college degree, a
big house, a specific job) and
what they needed to do in
order to get there. It all starts
here at school, acquiring
habits and strategies which
will help us throughout our
lives. After all, as soon as
we graduate, how we did in
school gives us the options
for our futures.

“Many
students
believe how they
do in school won’t
affect their lives,
and don’t have
clear goals they
are inspired to
reach.”

Art by Taylor

Patton
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qualities of a role model. I was considered one of the older band
members at this point making me a role model for the younger
members. Before then, I never really thought about how my own
actions could possibly influence others. I quickly learned that my
level of experience made me a leader out on the field, despite not
being an upperclassmen. I took this seriously and worked harder
than I usually did, knowing I was being watched and learned from
by younger members. During my tenth grade year is also when I
started to realize how quickly time goes. I took in every second and
learned how to live in the moment.
My junior and senior year is when I became an important leader
of the band. This was the year I became drum major. I have learned
so much about being a leader, especially in regards to responsibility.
I know that sounds cheesy, but it’s very true. I was able to apply
the leading skills I had learned in my past years of band. I pushed
myself harder to make sure I did everything I could to set a good
example. I learned how to be tenacious, but in a good way. Never
letting a bad day or rehearsal ruin my motivation is something I
continue to do every day. As a leader I had to learn how to motivate
others and push people to do their very best. Sometimes that
involves getting to know someone personally to know what drives
them. I also have to be accountable for my mistakes. Knowing
you made a mistake and taking responsibility for it is something
a leader has to do. Patience is also a key trait in leadership. As
someone who gets the whole view of the band, quite literally, I
have learned to trust the process and patiently see everything come
together. Missing a whole season because of the pandemic taught
me not to take things for granted and to enjoy what I have. This
year, I really have appreciated what I’ve got, especially when it
comes to band. As the season is coming to an end, I’m
trying to take a step back and really appreciate the
band. I have never been more proud to be a part of a
program with such an amazing group of people. All
of the skills I have developed throughout my years
in band have shaped me into who I am today. Even
Angie
through the long, hard, hot and freezing hours band
Ceja
has put me through, I wouldn’t trade the experience
Senior
Staff Writer
for anything.

Editorial

As my senior season is slowly coming to an end, I like to look
back on fond memories I have been able to make in the past six
years. Marching band has been a huge part of my life since my
seventh grade year. As I got older, I realized all the great lessons
and skills that marching band has taught me besides the technical
things such as knowing how to play music.
As a seventh grader, I was very socially awkward. I never really
tried to branch out from my friend group and believe it or not, I was
kind of shy. I have never experienced or been a part of something
that brought together so many different groups of people the way
that band does. Joining the band as a seventh grader was nervewracking. I, along with some of my other classmates, was thrown
into a group of older and more experienced students and expected to
learn everything they have learned to perfection. I learned to pick
up on skills fairly quickly my rookie years. In addition, I started to
develop my people skills. When you’re in band, you basically have
no choice but to talk with the other members as well as the staff. I
was critiqued often and I learned how to take and grow from that
criticism, which was mentally challenging at times. Being critiqued
so much drove me as a person and motivated me to work harder.
Being able to take on challenges head on and motivate myself to be
better is something I still do.
During my eighth and ninth grade year, I was getting the hang
of the whole “band thing” and became confident in what I was doing.
As a band member, especially one in The Pride of Paoli, we are
taught to always perform with pride. Everything I did, I did with
pride and confidence -- both inside and outside of band. I developed
confidence in myself which is a trait I have always found important
and I wouldn’t have had many of my most memorable experiences
without it. During this time, I also started to realize the importance
of working hard to accomplish a goal as a group. I was taught that
the needs of the band outweigh the needs of the few which taught
me not to be blinded by my own personal needs and wants when it
comes to a situation much larger than myself. As a band member,
you learn that for a huge goal to be accomplished by a group, each
individual has to not only put forth the work, but be willing to
compromise.
My sophomore year is when I started to portray the skills and
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FAFSA
FAFSA, which stands for Free Application for Federal
Student Aid, is a form completed by prospective
college students to determine their eligibility for
financial aid. The form takes into account many
aspects of a student’s current financial standing to
find an aid package that best fits the needs at hand.
The form opened on October 1 year, and is still open
for students to complete. The guidance department
is available for any assistance or questions pertaining
to FAFSA, and for more information and links to
forms, visit studentaid.gov.

College

Applications
The applications themselves are the
main component colleges will look at
to get a feel for a student academically.
The important part here is to be aware
of deadlines. Most colleges accept
the first round of applications by
November 1 and the second round
of applications at the beginning of
January. While students have often
been told not to brag and boast about
ourselves, college applications are an
exception. Guidance counselor Rachel
Robinson encourages students to
really showcase themselves and show
off everything they have done and
accomplished during their high school
years.

A lot of colleges offer an early decision deadline, but
what exactly is that? While it may vary from institution
to institution, the early decision is a binding decision in
which, if you are accepted into the university, you are
obligated to attend. This is not the same thing as an
early action plan, which is non-binding and essentially
means that you find out whether or not you are accepted
earlier. Unless a student is dead-set on a certain college,
applying early decision is not the best option.

A Guide to
Your Future
College applications. Essays. Scholarships.
Post-high school plans. These words are enough
to get just about every upperclassman’s blood
pressure up, and even though these are to be
expected, many high schoolers have no idea how
to navigate prepping for life after high school.
This is a list of tips and tricks to help juniors
and seniors get a serious start on a college plan.
•Infographic by Michael Hannon

Essays

October 29, 2021

Application Deadlines

College essays are one of the most daunting parts of applying
to colleges. English teacher and senior class sponsor Carol
Fullington shared her advice for students prepping their essays. “I
think the first thing students can do is look into the essays earlier
and not procrastinate. The looming deadline amps up the stress,
so do them early. Secondly, look at all the essay prompts, many
of them are essentially the same type of question or prompts,
so save your essays, so you can tweak them for each application
and not feel like you have to do a total rewrite. Third – ANSWER
THE PROMPT. Many times students try to overgeneralize their
situation or experiences, and they don’t really answer the prompt
with specific detail. If it asks about financial hardships, be specific
about your situation and why you NEED the money.”

One Stop App
If you are applying to multiple
colleges, going from site to site and
filling out more or less the same
information for every application can
be an unnecessary hassle. To help
minimize this, there are sites available
that compile all of that information
into one convenient location. The
Common App has over 900 colleges
and universities that accept their
applications, and The Coalition has
over 150. These sites allow students
to compile all of their information
into one spot that can be used for any
number of potential colleges.

Scholarships
College can be very expensive. However, what
many students do not realize is that there are
hundreds of thousands of scholarships given out
each year; last school year, over $1.7 million worth
of scholarships and fellowships were given out to
incoming college freshmen. To help students, the
guidance department has included an updated list
of scholarships for seniors in the senior Google
Classroom page. The list included both local and
external scholarships our students may be eligible
for. When in doubt, just apply! You never know
what scholarships you may be the perfect fit for.
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Several seniors in the class of
2022 have started to go on
visits to different schools and
universities. They are looking
at potential colleges for their
educations past high school.
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In the Fall
Spirit

Still planning your perfect fall adventure?
Check out these locations full of fun activities.
Infographic by Ashleigh Garcia. Art by Taylor Patton

Fowler Pumpkin Patch
Address

4932 N Greene County Line Rd. Bloomington
Hours
Monday: CLOSED
Tuesday-Thursday: 4 to 7 p.m.
Friday-Sunday: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Pumpkins
Pumpkins are priced by size. Basketball size is
$5. They increase and decrease from there.
Hayrides
Our Kiddie Barrel Train – $2 per barrel.
Hayrides are $5 for adults, children 10 and
under are free with an adult.
Corn Maze
The corn maze is $5 for adults, children 10
and under are free with an adult.

Fall Fun

Petting zoo
The petting zoo is free!

Bledsoe Farm
Address

6965 IN 145 S. French Lick, IN
47432

Open weekends in October
Every Saturday and Sunday

The Barn Of Terror
Address
8792 N. Old State Road 37
Bloomington, IN 47408

October 29, 2021

Fear
Fair
Address

Attractions
Corn maze, pumpkins,
hayrides, petting zoo, games
for $12

800 A Ave E, Seymour, IN 47274

Hours

Hours
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in October
8 p.m. to midnight in November

Attractions
Escape room- $5
Zombie Paintball
$6 for 50 rounds
$10 for 100 rounds

Cost
General Admission $25
Slash Pass Admission $35
Group Pricing General
15 or more tickets on the same
order $20
Group Pricing Slash Pass
Admission $30

Every Friday-Saturday in October
8 p.m. - Midnight

Hours
11 a.m.-Dark

Psychopath

Address
2773 S. Co. Rd. 1000 W. French
Lick, IN 47432
Contact
812-865-6898 or 812-666-6859
Attractions
PsychoPath Trail & Maze - $15
Zombie Shoot - $15
Combo Ticket - $25
Fast Pass Combo - $35 (Cut the
wait, be placed into a faster moving
line)
Group Combo 20+ Heads - $21
(NOT a fast pass)

